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Deadrick Fulwiley Sentenced to 30 Years to Life for the Murders of Richard 

Collinge and MyJel Rand 
 

Rochester, NY- On Friday, May 17, 2024, 34-year-old Deadrick Fulwiley was sentenced by 

Monroe County Court Judge Julie Hahn to 30 years to Life in the New York State Department of 

Corrections. Deadrick Fulwiley previously pled guilty to two counts of Murder in the 2nd Degree 

and Criminal Possession of a Weapon in the 2nd Degree for the murders of Richard Collinge and 

MyJel Rand. 

 

On the night of July 19, 2022 at approximately 9:00 PM, Rochester Police Officers were called 

to the intersection of North Clinton Avenue and Rauber Street for multiple gunshots in the area, 

including those that hit a house and vehicle.   

 

On July 20, 2022, at approximately 12:30AM, Richard Collinge, MyJel Rand, and Tireek Burden 

were gunned down at that same corner. Following the gunshots, Rochester Police Officers 

arrived on scene, where Richard Collinge was pronounced dead. MyJel Rand and Tireek Burden 

were immediately transported to Strong Memorial Hospital, where MyJel died from his wounds. 

 

As the investigation continued, the evidence showed that 34-year-old Deadrick Fulwiley, Kelvin 

Vickers and Raheim Robinson were responsible for the murders of Richard Collinge, MyJel 

Rand, the attempted murder of Tireek Burden, as well as the arson of the vehicle that was used in 

the crimes. All three were charged with multiple crimes encompassing their conduct for that five 

hour period.  Raheim Robinson was convicted by a jury of multiple counts of Murder in the 1st 

Degree and multiple other violent felonies. Raheim Robinson will be sentenced on May 31, 

2024, in front of Monroe County Court Judge Julie Hahn. 

 

23-year-old Kelvin Vickers was also arrested for the murders of Richard Collinge and MyJel 

Rand. During the course of the investigation, Kelvin Vickers murdered Rochester Police Officer 

Anthony Mazurkiewicz and shot Rochester Police Officer Sino Seng. He was convicted for all 

three murders, and over a dozen other felony charges, and was sentenced to consecutive terms of 

Life without the Possibility of Parole. 

 



The case was prosecuted by First Assistant District Attorney Perry Duckles. 

 

“Deadrick Fulwiley, along with Kelvin Vickers and Raheim Robinson, participated in a violent 

crime spree that involved the brutal murders of Richard Collinge and MyJel Rand,” said First 

Assistant District Attorney Perry Duckles. “Neither defendant considered the value of human life 

when they made the choice to ambush these two young men, which ultimately culminated in the 

death of Officer Mazurkiewicz at the hands of Kelvin Vickers. I am pleased that Deadrick 

Fulwiley is being held accountable for his actions, and I hope that life means life in the New 

York State Department of Corrections.  After so much heartache for the families of Richard 

Collinge and MyJel Rand, it is my hope that today’s sentence brings their loved ones one step 

closer to a feeling of justice.” 

 

“Deadrick Fulwiley terrorized the community, resulting in the murder of two young men," said 

Monroe County District Attorney Sandra Doorley. “I want to thank the Rochester Police 

Department for putting as much work into finding justice for Richard Collinge and MyJel Rand, 

as they did for their fallen brother, Officer Mazurkiewicz. As a danger to us all, Deadrick 

Fulwiley deserves to spend the remainder of his life in custody. It is my hope that during his life 

sentence, Deadrick Fulwiley considers Richard Collinge and MyJel Rand, the young lives stolen 

from their families.” 
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